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ABSTRACT: Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations are
employed to obtain a detailed view of the formation of long-range
ordered lamellar structures of physisorbed self-assembling long
functionalized alkanes on graphite. During the self-assembly, two
processes take place: Langmuir preferential adsorption and
rearrangement on the surface. The rearrangement starts with
nucleation, in which molecules create an ordered domain. The
nucleation mechanism is temperature dependent. At lower
temperature independent, small and stable nuclei seed the
emergence of long-range ordered domains. In contrast, at a higher
temperature, molecules adsorb on the surface, and only when a
certain level of surface coverage by the adsorbent is reached, the
whole structure undergoes a transition from a liquid-like structure to an ordered structure. After this step, relatively slow
corrections of the structure take place by Ostwald ripening.

■

INTRODUCTION
Self-assembly on a surface has emerged as a promising method
to fabricate two-dimensional structures on the nanoscale. In
recent years, considerable improvement has been achieved in
this ﬁeld as evidenced by the growing number and complexity
of obtained structures.1 Here, we focus on the formation of
physisorbed self-assembled monolayers (often referred to as
self-assembled molecular networks, SAMNs), which could be
an alternative approach to obtaining small two-dimensional
devices on the single-molecular scale.2−5 Such monolayers
could have application in industry, e.g., in nanoelectronics, in
which conventional methods have almost reached their limits.6
Despite many eﬀorts, it is still challenging to predict the ﬁnal
assembled morphology from the molecular structure of the
adsorbent. Therefore, understanding underlying mechanisms
of self-assembly is crucial to tackle this problem.7
There are many studies devoted to self-assembled molecular
networks and many diﬀerent techniques are used, of which
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has given the most
signiﬁcant insights.1,8 STM allows observing the actual
distribution of atoms on an atomistic scale. It does not require
periodic structure, and therefore, it can observe defects, grain
boundaries, and diﬀerent polymorphs on the surface. Besides
studies of the ﬁnal assembly, STM has been used to study
thermodynamic aspects of the mechanism of formation of
© 2019 American Chemical Society

SAMNs. A well-accepted model to describe the formation of
SAMNs is based on nucleation and growth.9 Matsuda et
al.10−15 have proposed that similar formation mechanisms as in
supramolecular polymerization are present for SAMNs: the
isodesmic mechanism, in which molecules as they adsorb to
the surface join ordered domains, and the cooperative
mechanism, in which a certain concentration of molecules
has to be present on the surface before ordered domains can be
formed. Depending on the chemical nature of the molecular
building block the formation of the assembly can follow one of
these paths.11 However, the kinetics of processes involved in
the mechanisms, such as nucleation and growth are too fast to
be observed by STM,7 and the mechanisms that operate often
cannot be determined with certainty. To our knowledge,
experimental studies at the liquid−solid interface show only
how already formed lamellar structures exchange adsorbent
molecules with those in solution and rearrange to heal
defects.16 One way to address this problem is to use
computational methods that are suitable to study dynamic
processes at the molecular length scale and at high timeresolution. Several simulation studies of self-assembly on a
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Figure 1. Martini model of long-chain functionalized alkanes and ﬁnal structures of assemblies with comparison to experimental results. The top
row shows the Martini models used for the adsorbent molecules labeled ALK, AL1, AM2, AM3, AM25, and AM36. White circles denote alkyl-type
beads (C1S and C1E); blue beads denote polar beads (P1). Molecular structures at atomistic resolution are shown below for molecules the coarsegrained model may represent. The second row shows the ﬁnal self-assembled structures of these molecules on a graphite surface obtained from the
simulations and the simulation time at which they were obtained. The third row shows STM/AFM images of the molecules the coarse-grained
model may represent (see main text). The bottom row shows experimental results of self-assembled structures with fragments of the simulated
structures superimposed. For the molecules represented by the structures of ALK, AL1, and AM25, structures were available in the literature for the
molecules as suggested by the standard mapping of Martini.35,67,68 For AM36, AM2, and AM3, we compare with results for the most similar
molecules that we found in the literature.32,69 Although lamellar structures for molecules represented by AM36 with amides as the polar groups
were reported in the literature (which are more distorted in comparison with AM25, which we also observe), the structure was not shown.68
Therefore, here we present results for molecule represented by AM36 with urea groups instead of amide (the urea group prevents molecules from
tilting, therefore a diﬀerent angle for simulation and experiment can be observed). Figure adapted with permission from Askadskaya et al.67 and
Buchholz et al.35 Copyrights 1992, the American Physical Society, and John Wiley and Sons.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The recently developed coarse-grained (CG) Martini model
for functionalized long-chain alkanes adsorbing onto a graphite
surface33 was used to study the formation and structure of
domains of six compounds that diﬀer in substitution pattern
and length (Figure 1). In the ﬁrst part, we report the ﬁnal
structures formed on the microsecond simulation time scale
and compare them with experimental results. Next, we focus
on the mechanism by which these structures are formed,
singling out the system (AM25) that forms the structure of
highest quality in terms of long-range ordering and domain
size.
Adsorbents Form Lamellae with Polar Substituents
Determining Packing Eﬃciency. Figure 1 shows a
schematic representation of the Martini model of the six
adsorbent molecules studied, the ﬁnal structures of the six
systems obtained after at least 10 μs at 298 K, together with
experimentally determined STM/AFM images of representative molecules, and a superposition of the CG structure on the
experimental images. All of the adsorbent molecules form
lamellar structures. The quality of the structures in terms of
alignment of molecules increases with the number of polar
substituent groups: it is strongest for molecules with two polar
groups (AM25, AM36), less strong for molecules with one
polar group (AL1, AM2, AM3), and least strong for the apolar
molecules (ALK). This tendency agrees with the experimental
results, in which amide groups impose strong directionality in
assemblies.34 Molecules in the lamellae tend to align with the

surface have been reported. Most of them are based on twodimensional (2D) Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations17−24 and study rearrangement of the
molecules on the surface. Also the complete process, including
adsorption and rearrangement on a surface, was studied for
surfactants on a graphite ﬂake,25−28 however long-range
ordered structure formation was not the subject of those
studies.
In this paper, we applied coarse-grained molecular dynamics
simulations to give insights into the complete process of selfassembly of SAMNs on graphite starting from adsorbent
molecules in solution and ending with the ordered assembly on
the graphite surface. As archetypical molecular layers, we
selected the widely studied lamellar assemblies of long-chain
alkanes and alkane derivatives on highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG).29−32 In these assemblies, linear molecules
in solution adsorb onto a substrate and adopt a straight-chain
conformation on the surface, giving rise to parallel lamellae, as
has been studied in detail by, e.g., STM.30 Due to the weak
forces involved, these structures display high conformational
freedom, and moreover, the functionalization of alkanes
resulted in observation of diﬀerent arrangements (see Figure
1), allowing the investigation of chemical structure diﬀerences
on monolayer formation. The model described here can
predict ﬁnal structures of the assembly and gives insights into
the dynamics of the self-assembly processes, on a time scale
that is not yet accessible by other techniques.
17511
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Figure 2. Snapshots from a representative simulation of AM25 at 298 K: (a, b) adsorption phase, (c−g) lamellar growth phase, and (h) structure
after 1.8 μs of simulation. Solvent (phenyloctane) is not shown for clarity. The process of self-assembly on the surface can be described by
monitoring the number of adsorbed molecules on the surface and the number of clusters (i), as well as the fraction of ordered molecules (j). In
parts i and j, gray lines indicate results for 10 independent runs (i.e., 20 measurements: for every simulation there are two surfaces on which selfassembly process takes place) at 298 K, the thick black line results for an example trajectory (black dots correspond to snapshots a−g). In part i, the
orange arrow indicates 70% surface coverage. The mean of the number of adsorbed clusters is shown as the thick blue line, and the mean of the
number of clusters is shown as the thick red line. A ﬁt of the mean number of adsorbed molecules to the Langmuir absorption rate law is shown as
the thick orange line. In part j, the average fraction of ordered molecules is shown as a thick red line.

further shown in the Supporting Information. Comparing AM3
and AM2 assemblies, the lamellae of AM3 can be seen to be
more disordered than those of AM2; see Figure 1. Two
neighboring molecules within these lamellae can adopt a
number of conformations, characterized by being parallel or
antiparallel on the one hand and showing an oﬀset on the other
hand. The minimum oﬀset in our model is half a bead in
perfectly aligned lamellae (this leads to domain boundaries
that are oriented at multiples of 60 deg). For both AM2 and
AM3, the parallel−minimum oﬀset conformation is the most
frequent. In this conformation, the polar beads are next to each
other and multiple lamellae can be stacked parallel to each
other without defects or domain boundaries. A common
relatively small defect is a so-called twin boundary, in which
the oﬀset changes from positive to negative. This results in a
kink in the lamella. Another twin boundary with a negative to
positive oﬀset further down the lamella then causes a zigzag
appearance; these types of structures have been reported for
long-chain molecules.36 This is a relatively cheap defect as long
as parallel lamellae all follow the same zigzag pattern.
Minimum oﬀset but antiparallel conformations are costly: the
polar beads are no longer neighbors, and the arrangements
breaks multiple relatively favorable polar−polar and nonpolar−
nonpolar interactions in return for relatively unfavorable
polar−nonpolar bead interactions. The diﬀerence between
AM2 and AM3 is that an oﬀset of one bead (in the right
direction of course) can restore the polar−polar and
nonpolar−nonpolar interactions for the AM3 molecule but
not for the AM2 molecule. The larger oﬀset causes some
misalignment between neighboring lamellae, but it is
apparently not prohibitively costly. AM2 would need an oﬀset
of two beads to restore favorable polar−polar and nonpolar−
nonpolar interactions, which apparently leads to such a severe

underlying graphite structure, of which the Martini beads are
hexagonally packed, leading to three equivalent orientations.
The main axis of the molecules aligns with a basal line of the
graphite structure. Therefore, almost all adsorbed molecules
are parallel or rotated by multiples of 60 deg with respect to
each other (further quantiﬁcation is given in the Supporting
Information). Functionalized alkanes (i.e., AL1, AM2, AM3,
and AM25) form assemblies which well reproduce experimental results. An exception is the long-chain alkane (ALK)
for which molecules in simulation are also oriented with
respect to each other in multiples of 60 deg, whereas in the
experiment they form lamellae whose axis is perpendicular to
the molecular vector. This shows a limitation of our model as a
result of coarse-graining; understanding this limitation may
enable development of a CG model that reﬂects the long-chain
alkane packing (see Supporting Information for ﬁgures).
In the simulations, molecules with two symmetrically placed
polar groups, AM25 and AM36, formed lamellae of the best
quality in terms of alignment of the molecules and the size of
the domains, at least on the time scale of the simulations. The
quality of all ﬁnal structures is further assessed in the
Supporting Information. The excellent alignment of molecules
with two symmetrically placed polar groups can also be seen in
experimentally determined structures (Figure 1). Molecules
with one polar bead, AL1, AM2, and AM3, due to their
asymmetry, can orient in two distinct directions inside lamella,
i.e., parallel and antiparallel. AL1 and AM2 neighboring
molecules are predominantly parallel, driven by the favorable
polar−polar and apolar−apolar interactions. Moreover,
neighboring AL1 lamellae tend to face each other with their
polar groups, and their ﬁnal assembly features many defects, in
which lamellae show kinks or are oriented by 120 deg with
respect to each other. The abundance of these defects agrees
with experimental results for long-chain alcohols,35 and it is
17512
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Figure 3. Size of the largest cluster as a function of time, fraction of ordered molecules as a function of concentration, and fraction of surface
coverage of ordered molecules as a function of concentration, at diﬀerent temperatures. (a) Size of largest cluster as a function of time. Results from
10 independent simulations at 298 K are shown as thin gray lines. The mean value from the simulations is shown as a thick red line. A ﬁt of the
mean value to the KJMA function with correction of Ostwald ripening (KMJA + OR, see text) is shown as a thick blue line. For comparison, a ﬁt to
the KJMA function without Ostwald ripening (KJMA) is also shown (thick orange line). (b) Fraction of ordered molecules as a function of bulk
(i.e., total) concentration of adsorbent molecules in the system. Results are shown for two diﬀerent graphite ﬂake sizes and two diﬀerent
temperatures. At 258 K the ordering of the adsorbent molecules is higher than at 298 K at the lower bulk concentrations. At higher temperature, a
relatively high concentration is required to obtain an ordered structure. (c) Fraction of surface covered by ordered molecules as a function of
adsorbent bulk concentration. A ﬁt of the nucleation-elongation model (n-e model) is shown as a thick light blue line at 298 K (ﬁtted values: σ = 6
×10−3, Ke = 19 M−1, and α = 0.091 M) and as a thick orange line at 258 K (α is assumed to be the same as for 298 K (0.091 M); ﬁtted values: σ = 4
× 10−6, Ke = 33 M−1) . For parts b and c, results are presented for the ﬁnal frames of simulations of self-assembly (SA) from randomly distributed
molecules in solvent or for a simulation of the rearrangement (Re) of adsorbed molecules that were already on the surface. Simulations were
performed on graphite ﬂakes with sizes of 227 nm2 and 908 nm2. (d) Free energy landscape obtained from distribution of states using metrics of
number of adsorbed molecules and number of clusters. The color scale reﬂects the free energy proportional to the negative logarithm of the
probability. For projections with the fraction of ordered molecules, see Supporting Information.

packing defect that it is only seen near the edges of the ordered
assemblies.
In closing this section, it should be noted that coarsegraining of the system allows extending simulations to
microsecond scale, but it is still several orders of magnitude
shorter than the experimental scale (minutes). Furthermore, in
coarse-graining, some details of the chemical structure are lost,
and a comparison to the experimental systems can only be
interpreted semiquantitatively. In that context, it should also be
noted that we do not have a close experimental match for
AM36 model to compare with (the image on Figure 1 shows a
bisurea-functionalized moleculethe closest molecule that we
found in the literature to AM36 which represents a bisamide
molecule).
Self-Assembly Mechanism Depends on Temperature.
Having shown that the Martini model is capable of yielding
well-ordered lamellar structures of adsorbent molecules on
graphite, the model is used to study the mechanism by which
such structures are formed during the self-assembly process.
We observed two processes occurring simultaneously throughout self-assembly: adsorption of long-chained molecules to and
rearrangement of these molecules on the surface. In the latter
process we could distinguish two phases: ﬁrst a nucleation
phase, in which an initial ordered structure is created, followed
by an Ostwald ripening phase,37−39 where the ﬁnal ordered
structure emerges. We also observed that depending on the
temperature, the mechanism of nucleation changes. At higher
temperatures (in the simulations that is 298 K) the adsorbed
molecules initially form a liquid-like phase, which changes to

the well-ordered structure at higher surface coverage. In
contrast, at lower temperatures (258 K), adsorbed molecules
immediately associate with each other creating semiordered
clusters, which grow and eventually cover the graphite surface.
To study the self-assembly process in more detail, we focused
on AM25, which yields the highest quality long-range ordered
ﬁnal structure on the simulation time scale.
Cooperative Nucleation Mechanism at High Temperatures. At higher temperatures, AM25 molecules adsorb on
the graphite surface forming a liquid-like phase, which after a
while transforms to an ordered aligned structure. Parts a−h of
Figure 2 show representative snapshots of this process (for the
other molecules see Supporting Information). Starting from a
random solution (Figure 2a), the molecules rapidly adsorb
onto the surface, displacing the solvent phenyloctane (Figure
2, parts b and c). They form highly dynamic clusters with
parallel oriented molecules (Figure 2, parts c and d), and
diﬀuse on the surface as individuals and as clusters. The
formed structure resembles a two-dimensional liquid and stays
in this phase until no more molecules can adsorb on the
surface (approximately 70% of surface coverage) unless
reorganization occurs (Figure 2, parts e and f). When 90%
of the surface is covered by adsorbent molecules, large lamellar
domains can be seen (Figure 2f), which further rearrange into
relatively large ordered structures (Figure 2g). After this stage,
the assembly undergoes the slow process of Ostwald ripening:
large clusters grow at the expense of small clusters, leading to a
single domain that covers almost the entire graphite ﬂake
(Figure 2h). Most of the ﬁnal structure is stable and just a
17513
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small fraction, on the edges of the ﬂake, remains dynamic. On
much longer time-scales, remaining defects heal; the
mechanisms of the healing process are the subject of a recent
study40 and are not discussed here.
The self-assembly process is stochastic in natureit is
diﬃcult to create a clear image of the process from a single
trajectory, but after several independent self-assembly simulations, clear patterns characterizing the mechanism can be
observed. The ﬁrst 1.8 μs of 10 runs were analyzed by
monitoring, as a function of time, the number of adsorbed
molecules, the number of clusters, the fraction of ordered
molecules, the surface coverage of ordered molecules, and the
area of the largest cluster. A detailed description of the metrics
can be found in the Supporting Information, but brieﬂy, a
cluster is deﬁned by a combination of distance and orientation
criteria between neighboring adsorbent molecules which are
designed to detect groups of molecules that form a lamellar
structure. Results of selected metrics for 10 independent
simulations are shown in parts i and j of Figure 2 as thin gray
lines, together with the average metrics in thicker lines, and
they provide a clear picture on how surface coverage develops
over time. We observed that the rate of adsorption follows the
simple Langmuir growth law:41,42 the rate of adsorption is
proportional to the number of free spaces on the surface
(Figure 2i, orange line). Thus, the number of adsorbed
molecules can be expressed as a function of time by the
relation
nads(t ) = nmax (1 − e−kat )

continues to grow. This continuous growth is caused by
Ostwald ripening (OR); large clusters are growing at the
expense of small ones. The correction for this phenomenon
can be expressed by an additional term in the KJMA
function:38,43
A(t ) = Alim (1 − exp[− (kt )n ])

ij
yz
t − τOR
zzk
+ jjj
j 1 + exp[−2ω(t − τOR )] zz OR
(3)
k
{
Here kOR describes the rate of Ostwald ripening and τOR
describes the beginning of this process. The expression exp[−
2ω(t − τOR)] is a switching-on function (for t ≪ τOR the
Ostwald ripening part is absent) and the ω parameter describes
the smoothness of the switching (width of the turning-on
period). The KJMA + OR function as observed from our
multiple independent simulations describes the mean value of
the size of the largest cluster as a function of time well, and the
best ﬁt is shown in Figure 3a as the blue line. However, the
ﬁtted rates of Ostwald ripening appear to be rather large in
comparison to available experimentally observed rates,44
indicating that these results should be regarded only
semiquantitatively (see Supporting Information for a detailed
discussion). It should be noted that the experimental data are
obtained for larger and more complex molecules than the
AM25 studied here; other possible reasons for this discrepancy
are discussed further in the Supporting Information. The noise
in single measurements is too large to ﬁt this function reliably
for the individual traces. This shows that the KJMA law is valid
as a description of collective macroscopic quantities of the
sample rather than of a single measurement.
Interestingly, during the self-assembly process, we have not
observed critical nuclei, i.e., stable clusters of minimal size. We
suspected that the absence of stable nuclei is due to the highly
dynamic nature of the formed clusters, but (1) the time scale
in which the self-assembly is complete may also be too fast for
the formation of thermodynamically stable clusters, and (2)
the system is relatively small, which may mean that the
simulation model still thermodynamically favors well-deﬁned
and stable nuclei. We conducted simulations with fewer
adsorbent molecules to better sample the early stages of the
process and to investigate the intrinsic equilibrium dynamics of
the molecules at ﬁxed surface coverages below 90%. Depending on the computational cost of a simulation we performed
self-assembly simulations (i.e., starting from randomly
distributed molecules in solvent; denoted “SA”), or cheaper
rearrangement simulations (i.e., the initial structures already
contain molecules adsorbed on the surface, to avoid waiting for
adsorbent molecules to reach the surface; denoted “Re”). The
results are presented in Figure 3b (blue symbols), which shows
the fraction of ordered molecules as a function of bulk
concentration at equilibrium. At low concentrations, most of
the adsorbent molecules form an unordered phase on the
graphite surface. With increasing concentration, at ﬁrst small
(but still dynamic) ordered clusters are observed. Further
increased concentration changes the appearance of the system
from a liquid phase to an ordered phase, and the number of
ordered molecules is increasing. Long-ranged stable domains
are only found above ∼80% coverage, as evidenced by a high
fraction of ordered molecules. Although the fraction of ordered
molecules increases with the concentration, we have not
observed small stable assemblies, which could act as a nucleus.
This behavior was independent of the system size: even if the

(1)

where ka is the adsorption rate and nmax is the maximal number
of adsorbed molecules. In the beginning, adsorbed molecules
do not create clusters: the number of adsorbed molecules
(Figure 2i, blue line) is almost the same as the number of
clusters (Figure 2, red line); i.e., nearby molecules are not
identiﬁed as forming well-deﬁned lamellae and single free
molecules are present on the surface. After 50−100 ns, there is
not enough space to adsorb new free molecules, which leads to
rearrangement of adsorbed molecules, resulting in the
appearance of larger clusters. After the initial adsorption
phase, the number of clusters reaches a maximum and from
this point on, the number of clusters steadily decreases and the
structures rearrange to lamellae with longer-ranged order
(Figure 2i).
The growth of long-range ordered structure can be
described by the Kolmogorov−Johnson−Mehl−Avrami
(KJMA) law:38
A(t ) = Alim (1 − exp[− (kt )n ])

(2)

Here A(t) denotes the size of the structure of interest at time t,
Alim is the ﬁnal size of the cluster, and k and n are constants
describing the rate of growth. The simplicity of the KJMA law
has led to successful application in many phase transformation
processes.38 In most applications, all of the organized structure
is monitored; due to the relatively small size of our surface, we
were limited to measuring the size of the largest cluster instead.
Figure 3a shows the best ﬁt (orange line; ﬁt parameters are
given in the Supporting Information) of the size of the largest
cluster (averaged over 10 independent runs, red line) to the
KJMA law. Although the KJMA law perfectly describes the ﬁrst
stages of growth of the largest cluster, it fails to describe later
stages of cluster growth in our simulations. In our simulations,
the size of largest cluster does not stabilize, but it slowly
17514
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Figure 4. Snapshots from a representative simulation of AM25 at 258 K. (a−h) Adsorption and nucleation phase. (i and j) Information as for
Figure 2; see caption to Figure 2.

size of the graphite ﬂake (and the number of adsorbent
molecules) was increased by a factor of 4, almost full coverage
of the surface was necessary to observe a long-ranged ordered
domain (Figure 3b, olive symbols).
Despite the fact that clear nucleation events have not been
observed in our simulations, the transition from an unordered
to an ordered assembly on the surface can be described using
the nucleation-elongation model for 2D self-assemblies at
liquid/solid interface, developed by Matsuda et al.10−15 (Figure
3c). Our modiﬁed version of this model (eqs 4 and 5) assumes,
that the assembly process can be described by two equilibrium
constants: (a) a nucleation constant Kn between an adsorbent
molecule in solution or on the surface in an unordered state
(denoted Aunord
) and a free surface adsorption site (S) on the
1
one hand and an ordered state (Aord
1 ) on the other hand (a
molecule is in an ordered state when it has two close neighbors
with the same orientation, by which we mean it can be parallel
or antiparallel; see Supporting Information for details), which
acts as a nucleus on the surface; and (b) an elongation
constant Ke between an adsorbent molecule in an unordered
state and ordered clusters of any size (Aord
n ) adsorbed on the
surface (note that, in the original model of Matsuda et al.,13
this equilibrium is only between monomers in solvent and
clusters on the surface):
A1unord + S V A1ord with K n =

Here σ is the degree of cooperativity deﬁned as the ratio
between the two equilibrium constants for nucleation and
elongation, σ = Kn/Ke, and α is the maximum concentration of
ordered molecules on the graphite surface. Parameter σ
describes the tendency of formation of ordered structures
depending on the number of molecules already present. When
σ is close to 1, adsorbed molecules have a high tendency to
align with other molecules on the surface, even if just a few
molecules are present (referred to in literature as the isodesmic
mechanism13). When σ is close to 0, this tendency is lower;
molecules only tend to order when many molecules are in their
vicinity (referred to in literature as the cooperative
mechanism13). The data obtained for the surface coverage of
ordered molecules from the equilibrium simulations at ﬁxed
concentration was ﬁtted to the model, using Ke, σ, and α as
variables (see Figure 3c). The ﬁt shows that σ is smaller than
one, which means that a speciﬁc concentration of unordered
molecules is needed to be present on the surface before
elongation sets in. Indeed, molecules hardly order (i.e., interact
only weakly with neighbors) until a certain concentration is
reached (see Figure 3c; ordering starts at around ∼ 1 which
Ke

corresponds to ct ∼ 0.04 M; see also Supporting Information).
After this concentration is reached, the system undergoes a
phase transition from a liquid-like phase to an ordered phase.
Complete ordering of the assembly on graphite starts with bulk
concentration above 0.14 M. Since a similar trend can be
found for the larger graphite ﬂake, the ordering starts with a
speciﬁc concentration of molecules on the surface, rather than
with a speciﬁc number of molecules on the surface (the latter
would point to the existence of a critical nucleus of speciﬁc
size). We also tried to develop a model which explicitly
incorporates unordered adsorbed molecules as a separate state;
however, the simpler nucleation−elongation model gives the
most accurate description of our data (for the other model, see
Supporting Information).
An increasingly popular analysis of simulation data is
Markov state modeling,45−47 which has been applied to
relatively simple self-assembling systems with some success.48,49 We investigated two Markov state models (MSMs),

[A1ord ]
[S ][A1unord ]

A nord + A1unord V A nord
+ 1 with Ke =

[A nord
+ 1]
[A nord ][A1unord ]

(4)

for n ≥ 1
(5)

Using the steady-state approximation, an expression for the
surface coverage of ordered molecules, θ, as a function of bulk
concentration of adsorbent, ct, can be derived (a detailed
derivation can be found in the Supporting Information):
θ = (1 − θ )

σKe(ct − αθ )
{1 − Ke(ct − αθ )}2

(6)
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with experimental evidence showing that, upon surface
saturation, the number of domains formed at low temperature
is larger than that at high temperature.51 Mechanisms to heal
such defects are discussed elsewhere.40 At the lower temperature, there is no transition from an unorganized liquid-like
phase to a solid phase, and most of the molecules are ordered
(Figure 3b). In ﬁtting the nucleation−elongation model
(shown in Figure 3c), we assumed that α is the same as for
self-assembly at high temperature; i.e., the maximum amount
of molecules which can adsorb does not change with
temperature. From the ﬁt, it was found that at low temperature
σ is close to 1, which conﬁrms that molecules which adsorb on
the surface tend to create ordered clusters even for low bulk
concentration. Although potentially interesting, MSM was not
possible at the lower temperature due to too limited sampling;
many more repeats of the simulations and/or adaptive
sampling techniques would be required. In closing this section,
it should be noted that although at the lower temperature the
clusters preserve the overall structure and act as independent
and stable nuclei, to some extent they do demonstrate some
desorption−adsorption dynamics; i.e., molecules detach from
and attach to the clusters during the simulation. More
information is given in the Supporting Information.
Similarities to Other Processes. We noticed that
processes described here for physisorption are similar to
those occurring in crystallization. Two established mechanisms
are distinguished for crystal nucleation: the single step
nucleation mechanism and the multistep nucleation mechanism.52,53 In the single step nucleation mechanism, which is
based on classical nucleation theory (CNT), molecules
strongly interact with each other. Once a critical number of
molecules form an assembly, the interactions are holding the
molecules together in a stable cluster, called the nucleus. The
nucleus grows by acquiring additional molecules, eventually
creating a large long-range ordered structure. For our system, a
similar mechanism takes place at lower temperature. Molecules
strongly interact with each other forming a nucleus (in our case
a molecule strongly interacts already with a single neighbor).
Alternatively, in the multistep nucleation mechanism, the
interaction between molecules is weaker and the system stays
in a liquid state: molecules diﬀuse and interact with each other,
but they do not create stable structures. With growing
concentration, eventually local oversaturation occurs, in
which ordered structure starts to appear, eventually expanding
to form long-range ordered structure. This kind of mechanism
applies for formation of SAMNs at higher temperature.
Molecules ﬁrst form a liquid-like phase, from which, upon
saturation, the ordered structure is formed.
The self-assembly of functionalized alkanes on graphite also
resembles the formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
on other surfaces. One of the most studied SAMs systems is
thiols on a gold surface. The process can be described as a
special form of chemisorption, in which the adsorbent interacts
with the substrate by a covalent, but reversible, interaction.
The covalent binding and unbinding allows the adsorbent to
retain some lateral diﬀusivity on the gold surface, which is,
however, suﬃciently slow to make an observation of the
processes of adsorption and of rearrangements on the partially
covered surface possible by experimental techniques.54 Similar
observations are made here for physisorbed alkane assembly on
graphite as described for SAMs: the mechanism is temperature
dependent.54 Below a certain temperature, molecules start to
form small ordered domains, which grow and eventually cover

one using the global metrics used thus far to describe the selfassembly process and one using the molecule-based metric that
determines which molecules can be classiﬁed as neighbors in
an ordered cluster. The latter has been advocated as superior in
self-assembling systems that form ordered structures.50 Details
can be found in the Supporting Information. Both MSMs
indicated similar implied time scales for the slowest processes,
suggesting analysis in terms of three hidden states. The three
states can be interpreted as one state consisting of largely
unordered molecules (free in solution or adsorbed on the
surface) and two interconverting states that diﬀer in a subtle
manner in their metrics, probably indicating more extensive
and less extensive ordered domains. No metastable states are
detected in this analysis. A free energy landscape in terms of
the global metrics displays only a single minimum, the ﬁnal
assembled, ordered state (see Figure 3d).
Isodesmic Nucleation Mechanism at Low Temperatures. In contrast to the cooperative nucleation observed at
higher temperature, we found that at the lower temperature the
nucleation mechanism resembles isodesmic nucleation. At high
bulk concentration at low temperature, the presence of
multiple nuclei in combination with rapid adsorption leads
to relatively many domains or defects (particularly zigzag
patterns) that do not heal on the time scales simulated here
and also does not allow clear distinction of the mechanism (see
Supporting Information). Therefore, for simulations at low
temperature we used the concentration of AM25 almost twice
as low as for the simulation at the higher temperature of 298 K
(approximately 0.07 M), to avoid rapid saturation of the
surface. In fact, we made sure that the number of adsorbent
molecules is insuﬃcient to saturate the surface to be able to
better characterize the assembly process. Representative
snapshots are shown in Figure 4a−h. In contrast, in
simulations for such concentration at higher temperature the
ﬁnal structure does not display any ordering of the assembly as
discussed in the previous section (see Figure 3c). At low
temperature, randomly distributed molecules in phenyloctane
(Figure 4a) adsorb on the surface and quickly aggregate
creating small, thermodynamically stable, clusters (Figure
4b,c). These structures act as nucleation sites and grow to
larger ordered structures over time as new molecules arrive on
the surface and join the existing clusters (Figure 4d−f). It can
be seen that the arrival of molecules is slower than at higher
temperature, due to slower diﬀusion in the solution and to
lower bulk concentration. The clusters on the surface largely
maintain their orientation, and they are not seen to undergo
large reorganization on the time scale of the simulation of 5 μs
(cf. Figures 4f−h and a movie in the Supporting Information).
This is also due to the slower diﬀusion of molecules and
clusters on the surface.
The details of the adsorption and nucleation stages were
investigated by running four independent simulations of 5 μs,
monitoring the same quantities as at higher temperature and
averaging them. The results are shown in Figure 4, parts i and j.
In contrast to the self-assembly process at higher temperature,
at the lower temperature, right from the start, the number of
adsorbed molecules (Figure 4i, blue line) is larger than the
number of clusters (Figure 4i, red line), which means that
many molecules are part of clusters shortly after they adsorb to
the surface. The Langmuir adsorption rate law (a ﬁt is shown
as the orange line in Figure 4i) is valid over the length of the
simulation. The entire structure consists of many, small,
ordered domains at diﬀerent orientations. This is consistent
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(not counting hydrogens) as the basic building blocks, called
beads. For aromatic moieties, a two-to-one correspondence
(mapping) is used to preserve the ring structure. The mapping
of the long-chain functionalized molecules used in this study is
shown in Figure 1. The Martini model was originally
developed to study the self-assembly, structure, and dynamics
of lipids,57 but was successfully extended to study a variety of
other self-assembly processes such as bulk heterojunctions,58
supramolecular assemblies,59 and oil−water emulsions.60
Brieﬂy, bonded interactions include harmonic bonds between
neighboring beads and cosine-type harmonic angle potentials
between triplets of beads. Nonbonded interactions are
modeled using a shifted form of the Lennard-Jones interaction,
ensuring that both potential and force smoothly approach zero
at the cutoﬀ distance of 1.2 nm, starting the shifting from 0.9
nm. None of the adsorbents used in this study carry partial
charges, and there are no Coulomb forces between any of the
beads. Beads are classiﬁed as hydrophobic (strongly partitioning into alkane solvent over water, C-type) and polar (strongly
partitioning into water, P-type). The nonbonded interactions
are parametrized based on partitioning free energies between
diﬀerent types of solvent of small model compounds, each
represented by a single bead. The modiﬁcations of the model
to make it suitable for adsorbents on a graphite surface are
based on adsorption enthalpies of a range of compounds and
on preferential adsorption of long-chain alkanes over shortchain alkanes from a mixed solution. The parametrization
involved deﬁning a new bead type for the underlying graphite
surface (SG4), optimizing the nonbonded interaction parameters of the beads with the surface and ﬁne-tuning adsorbent−
adsorbent interactions, and the bonded parameters describing
molecular geometry (bonds, angles, dihedrals), with the aim to
semiquantitatively reproduce packing on the surface. The
present model uses the alkane (C1S and C1E) and alkanol/
amide beads (P1) for the adsorbents and alkane (C1) and
aromatic (SC4) beads for the solvent phenyloctane, as
described by Gobbo et al.33 and detailed in the Supporting
Information. Validation of the adsorbents is reported in Gobbo
et al.;33 validation of phenyloctane is described in the
Supporting Information.
Simulation Details. Simulations were done using the
Gromacs package,61,62 using several installations of versions 4
and 5 on diﬀerent hardware platforms. The equations of
motion were solved numerically using a time-step of 30 fs. A
triclinic unit cell (simulation box) was used, with the lateral
dimensions (x, y) ﬁxed, so that the basal plane is
commensurate with a hexagonal lattice of the graphite beads.
The perpendicular dimension (z) was kept orthogonal to the
basal plane, but not ﬁxed in length. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in all directions. Pressure coupling
to a pressure of 1.0 bar was achieved through the Berendsen
barostat63 with a coupling time of 3.0 ps and a compressibility
in the z-direction of 3.0 × 10−5 bar−1. Temperature was
maintained by coupling to a bath through a Berendsen
thermostat 63 with coupling constant 0.3 ps. Diﬀerent
adsorbents were coupled to separate temperature coupling
baths. The graphite beads were always frozen. Thus, there is no
dynamics in the beads making up the surface. Simulations were
run at 298 and at 258 K. The neighbor list update was done
every 10 steps.
Analysis and Visualization. Results were analyzed by
MDAnalysis.64,65 Visualizations have been done by VMD.66

the whole surface. Above this point, molecules do not coalesce
and create a condensed phase (liquid-like or ordered structures
with lower density). As the concentration of adsorbent on the
surface increases, the structure reorganizes into the ordered
assembly. Although the underlying nature of the interaction
between adsorbent and surface is diﬀerent, both behaviors are
similar, and the most signiﬁcant diﬀerence is their time scale,
which in case of the graphite surface is so short that it is
challenging to study the process by experimental techniques.
From a molecular simulation perspective, the slowness due
to the covalent binding and unbinding equilibrium warrants
methods that predict morphology of SAMs by adding
molecules one by one, running short steered MD simulations
to test if a molecule wants to adsorb to an increasingly
occupied surface, as recently done by Dietrich et al.55 They
found that with that procedure, maximum occupation of the
surface as known from experiment is not reached in the
simulations. The ﬁnal patterning was therefore later imposed
by allowing binding only at certain sites. A better treatment
would be to include sampling of the unbinding of the
adsorbents, breaking the chemical bonds and possibly full
desorption. The technique would need time scales for the slow
processes as input. Previous work by us on the physisorbed
monolayers revealed that partial desorption of the alkanes is
closely linked to the rearrangement of molecules on a saturated
surface and that the time scales for these rearrangements are
accessible by our model.40

■

CONCLUSION
In this work, we present unprecedented insights concerning
the formation of long-range ordered lamellar structures of
physisorbed self-assembling long functionalized alkanes on
graphite. The simulations show that the overall mechanism
consists of two simultaneous processes, being adsorption to
and rearrangement on the surface. The rearrangement process
starts with nucleation (formation of long-range ordered
structures) followed by Ostwald ripening. The mechanism of
nucleation is temperature dependent. At lower temperature,
the mechanism is more similar to isodesmic nucleation:
adsorbed molecules rapidly form independent, small, ordered
domains, which subsequently grow by addition of new arrivals.
The diﬀerent orientations of the domains lead to many domain
boundaries and the overall order remains low. At higher
temperature, the nucleation process can be described by
cooperative nucleation. Here, molecules adsorb on the surface
forming a liquid-like phase, and only when a certain level of
surface coverage by the adsorbent is reached does the whole
structure undergoe a phase transition to an ordered structure.
In both cases, after the nucleation step, relatively slow
corrections of the structure can be described by Ostwald
ripening.
Taken together, in this work, we have provided insights into
the nucleation mechanism of physisorbed alkanes, which is not
accessible by other techniques such as STM. Moreover, our
method can be used to predict the structure of the ﬁnal
assembly.

■

METHODS

Model. A recently developed modiﬁed Martini coarsegrained model was used to study the adsorption, structure, and
dynamics of functionalized long-chain alkanes on a graphite
surface.33,56 The model treats groups of roughly four atoms
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■

Systems. An initial set of simulations was performed with
systems consisting of 18 000 graphite beads, 388 adsorbent
molecules, and 10 476 phenyloctane molecules, resulting in a
bulk concentration of approximately 0.14 M. The graphite
surface contains ﬁve layers of beads with an area of 227 nm2
and is a small free-standing ﬂake; i.e., the surface is not
connected through periodic boundary conditions. The idea is
to avoid possible packing defects of the adsorbents due to
imposed periodicity (see Supporting Information). The
systems were prepared by ﬁrst ﬁlling the simulation volume
with the graphite surface already present with randomly placed
adsorbent molecules and subsequently adding randomly placed
phenyloctane solvent molecules. The adsorbent molecules
were 6-bead and 8-bead linear chains with zero, one, or two
polar beads. Representations of the adsorbent molecules are
shown in the top panels of Figure 1. In the Martini model,
these molecules can be taken as representative of tetracontane
(C24H50, ALK), tetracosanol (C24H49OH, AL1), N-heptadecanobutanamide (C4H9−CO−NH−C17H35, AM2), N-tridecanooctanamide (C8H11−CO−NH−C13H27, AM3), N,N′-decanomethylenebispentamide (C 4 H 9 −CO−NH−(CH 2 ) 10 −
NH−CO−C4H9, AM25), N,N′-decanomethylenebisnonamide
(C8H17−CO−NH−(CH2)10−NH−CO−C8H17, AM36), but
they may also be interpreted as chains that are one to two
atoms longer or shorter and have the amide groups shifted up
or down the chain by one or two positions. The adsorbents will
be referred to by their polar substituent pattern: ALK, alkane;
AL1, alcohol group at bead 1; AM2, amide at bead 2; AM3,
amide at bead 3; AM25, amide groups at beads 2 and 5; AM36,
amide groups at beads 3 and 6. Except for AM36 which
consists of eight beads, all molecules are represented by a sixbead chain. The number of adsorbent molecules in these
simulations is such that it allows full coverage of both surfaces
by the adsorbent molecules, with some excess molecules
remaining in solution. The initial set of simulations was run for
at least 10 μs each. It is worth noting that coarse-graining
smooths the potential, which results in a speed-up of a process
with respect to all-atomistic simulations. For water and lipid
systems, the Martini model shows a speed-up of about four
times compared to atomistic simulations56,57 (i.e., 10 μs
coarse-grained simulation time is roughly equivalent to 40 μs
of all-atom simulation time), but the scaling may be diﬀerent
for the present system and was not investigated. All times
reported are coarse-grained simulation times. Simulations for
selected systems were repeated with diﬀerent random starting
structures to gather more statistics on the early stages of
monolayer formation.
In order to test for nucleation of adsorbent domains on the
surface and to study domain size and dynamics at partial
surface coverage, additional simulations were performed with a
smaller number of adsorbent molecules. For some simulations
at 258 K, the initial structures already contain molecules
adsorbed on the surface, to avoid simulating the slow process
of diﬀusion of adsorbent molecules unto the surface.
Simulations were also performed on larger systems,
multiplying the initial size of the graphite ﬂake by a factor of
4 (2 × 2 in lateral directions) to study formation, organization,
and dynamics of larger domains for the molecule showing the
most ordered surface structures, AM25. A complete list of
simulations is presented in the Supporting Information.
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